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Hello and Greetings! 

 

Allow me to present my services as a Linguist in Hindi <> English language pair. 

 

My Key Differentiators: 

- Recent English <> Hindi Work: Translated 120,000 words in last three months, and 

subtitled about 300 minutes of source content. 

- Education & Experience: B. Tech - Electronics and 22+ years of corporate experience in 

software products & services. These ascertain that I understand the language and jargon 

used. 

- Quality and vendor empanelment: Am an approved vendor/associate of major Translation 

titans; names to be provided in person. 

 

As an extension allow me to add that have a few published bilingual writings. Am providing 

the links below, through which you would appreciate that albeit both the language versions 

are written by me, however, they read as if they were originally written in that language. 

फ़ास्ट-टैग — पथ-कर प्रण़ाली क़ा बदलत़ा स्वरूप | स़ारथी.भ़ारत 

Eastern Peripheral Expressway | स़ारथी.भ़ारत 

Please note: You may change the language from the button placed at the top left corner. 

 

Client Feedbacks (on Linguistic acumen and professionalism): 

 https://www.guru.com/freelancers/sanjeev-dhadwal/reviews 

 

My QC process: 

Apart from the mandatory proofreading and editing the translation, I ensure that the 

translation conveys the word usage and essence as a mirror-image of the Source. This 

objective is ensured by – mentally – retranslating the translation to the source language 

and thereafter, weeding out any superfluous words and/or expressions not present in the 

source text. 

 

Profile: 

Introduce myself as a professional offering manual translation, sub-titling, and transcription 

services, along with being a writer/poet in Hindi & English. Excel in translating in the tone 

and the difficulty level of the source text.   

Moreover, owing to my enviable command in both, Hindi and English, I am able to attune 

the tone and difficulty level to the client directions and/or the target reader. 

 

Background – Career: 

Am a B. Tech. and have had a corporate stint of more than 21 years, in Sales and Presales. 

Thereafter, chose to be a full-time freelancer, immersing myself into my childhood passion 

for ‘word curation’.   
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